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Käthe Kollwitz: The Dead Mother
The dead mother, contrary to what one might think, is a mother who remains alive but who is, so
to speak, psychically dead in the eyes of the young child in her care.
—André Green

HANS, KÄTHE KOLLWITZ’S OLDER SON, REPEATedly asked his mother to write her memoirs
because she withheld the story of her life,
even from her children. When at last she relented to his request, the first memory Kollwitz narrated with strong sensory intensity
involved a dead girl who washed onto the raft
in a neighboring yard from the Pregel River
in Koenigsberg where they lived. Recalling
Freud’s concept of screen memory, a memory
that “screens” other, hidden, and more important, memories, the central importance of
this intense recollection may nestle in what it
conceals. Although the screen memory can be
a recollection of something real, its primary
function lies in its power to organize and symbolize a number of unconscious impressions.1
The dead child is probably the central organizing theme in German born Käthe Kollwitz’s (1867–1945) life and art. Three of her
siblings died. Her mother became distant
and reserved as a result of these deaths—
unavailable—an emotionally “dead mother.”
And Kollwitz became the dead mother/child
who internalized and identified with both her
“dead” mother and her dead siblings. Later,
she was forced to cope with the deaths of her
own son and grandson, agonizing losses which
intensified these early identifications. In fact,
hers was a lifelong struggle with the forces of
death. She warred with depression throughout her life and struggled to transcend death
by giving birth to images of humanity in the
face of grief, sorrow, and irrevocable loss. Kollwitz’s oeuvre beautifully captures the tragic
whose quintessential image is the mother
grieving over the corpse of her precious child,
the life expected completely undone, the mon-

strous, the unthinkable, held up for us to see
and grapple with. She thus openly challenged
the power of death, the threat of inevitable
annihilation that casts its crepuscular shadow
across our brightest hopes. Kollowitz’s art
stamps death with an immortal beauty, reducing its unconscious power by imbuing the
tragedy of loss and destruction with a transcendent luminescence.

EXPRESSIONISM
The work of Kollwitz is steeped in the changing ambience surrounding the art of her age,
a change greatly influenced by the Expressionist movement and by psychoanalysis,
whose discoveries helped liberate the artist
from the nineteenth-century notion that art
was to represent external reality. In fact,
twentieth-century art is characterized by a
growing disbelief in an objective reality coupled with an increased emphasis on inner experience.2 Expressionist artists, such as Egon
Schiele, E. L. Kirchner, and Oskar Kokoshka,
concerned themselves with the artistic rendering of the internal life, the world embodied in the human psyche. It is not surprising
therefore that this movement generated a
proliferation of portraiture, or that the most
psychological of art forms, the self-portrait,
became popular in this era. Whereas selfportraiture had always been a known form
of artistic expression, from Rembrandt to
Van Gogh, the genre regained prominence at
the turn of the century, though with a twist.
Kollwitz naturally felt the influence of Expressionist discoveries, and although she never
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joined either of the two German Expressionist groups, Der Blaue Reiter and Die Brücke,
she shared both Expressionism’s strong German graphic tradition and its propensity
to express psychological and social reality
through the human figure.
Coincidental with the expansion of psychoanalysis’s sphere of influence in the early part
of the century, artists began to focus upon,
and employ as their artistic means, the individual, the subjective, and the psychological.3
Kollwitz’s art revealed the face of woman in a
modern world. Hers is a deeply honest and
personal account of her life in one hundred
drawings, lithographs, and sculptures of her
own image informed by encounters with the
psychoanalytic model and its applications of
introspection and self-reflection. Kollwitz’s
art documents her own self-analysis, an
analysis as deep as Freud’s analysis of his
personality, for she employed self-portraiture
as a means of arriving at emotional truths for
the purpose of healing. She believed that “For
work, one must be hard and thrust outside
oneself what one has lived through.”4 Her art,
and especially her self-portraits, can therefore best be understood as a therapeutic handling of the traumatic events in her life and
her journey in self-discovery. The unique focus on the expressiveness of her facial features and the centrality of her steady, resolute
gaze was therefore meant not merely for the
viewer’s consideration but, also, for Kollwitz’s
as well. Through the body of her self-portraits,
Kollwitz charted the painful and moving adventures of her psychological and emotional
development.
Among significant departures from traditional female depictions in art is Kollwitz’s
technique of shifting the viewer’s focus from
a woman’s body to her mind by focusing on
the face of woman—in poverty, despair, beset
by social injustice, bearing tragic loss, reflecting in intense complexity the sheer weight of
existence and the oppression of an era. She
avoided the usual pose and detail associated
with female representation, thereby thwarting voyeuristic access to the female body as a
thing of beauty or signifier of sexual difference. In Kollwitz’s depictions, the image of
woman moved away from being viewed as object to being appreciated as subject. She was
among the first to strip away the externals of
male-donated idealistic feminine iconogra-
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phy by showing how woman could take her
image into her own hands. She was not alone
in this. Marianne von Werefkin and Gabriele
Münter were two painters who were involved
in Blaue Reiter, the only Expressionist group
that allowed women to participate as full members. Although both of these women played
key roles in the group, the male artists with
whom they were personally involved overshadowed them.5
Neither idealized for their seductive physical charms nor assessed solely according
to their external features, Kollwitz’s images
broadened the idea of female beauty by rejecting the reductive representation of woman
as young, passive, and belonging to the middle or upper class. We do not find them basking in bourgeois repose or exuding sexual radiance; they are working women, women in
the muck and not hearing about it from a distance, women suffering need, grief and loss,
social activists, mothers oppressed by violence and war, women who trace the tragic
trajectory of the feminine side of human experience. Kollwitz’s style of unadorned realism represents the true plight of proletarian
women by using aesthetic standards that differed from the norm: “My real motive for
choosing my subjects almost exclusively from
the life of the workers was that only such subjects gave me in a simple and unqualified way
what I felt to be beautiful. . . . the broad freedom of movement in the gestures of the common people had beauty.”6 Interestingly, although many of her subjects were recruited
from patients in her husband’s medical practice, most of the women’s features bear a
striking resemblance to those of the artist. In
the end, Kollwitz’s portraits of working women
and her self-portraits merge in the portrayal
of suffering and transcendence.

SOCIAL REALISM
Expressionism’s overt rebellion against bourgeois aesthetic standards suggested an implicit rejection of the political status quo.
However, after Germany’s socialist revolution in 1918, the avant-garde adopted an expressly political stance. It is interesting to
note that whereas male artists, like George
Grosz or Otto Dix, are usually given credit for
this shift in art, women had been producing

4. Käthe Kollwitz, Self-Portrait, 1924. Crayon lithograph. © Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/VG BildKunst, Bonn. Photo: Courtesy Spaightwood Galleries, Upton, MA.
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socially engaging art for several decades
prior. Kollowitz’s first major work and one of
the first of its kind, Weaver’s Revolt, begun in
1893, was exhibited in 1898. The series of six
prints based on a play by Gerhart Hauptmann,
The Weavers, concerned a group of Silesian
peasants turned linen weavers who, in 1844,
revolted because of low factory wages and
miserable living conditions. Kollwitz employed
her evocative graphic genius to articulate a
tragic vision of working class life. The first
print, entitled Poverty, recalls Edvard Munch’s
The Sick Child (1894), and portrays a mother
clutching her head in despair over the illness
and imminent death of her tiny, emaciated
child. Father and another child sit anxiously
in the background while a spiraling movement created by diagonal forms in the room
evokes the atmosphere of a situation veering
out of control. Indeed, the event of the child’s
death motivates the workers to revolt, captured in the following lithographs.
The theme of grieving mothers is the most
central in Kollwitz’s oeuvre and one to which
she returned periodically throughout her life.
Kollwitz dedicated Weaver’s Revolt to her father, the person who had most encouraged
her artistic career, on his seventieth birthday,
the year before his death. Although it was so
well received that it immediately established
Kollwitz as one of the foremost artists in Germany, it was denied the gold medal at the
Great Berlin Art Exhibition of 1898 due to its
political content. It is possible that Kaiser
Wilhelm II’s chauvinism was responsible for
Kollwitz not receiving the prize. He is said to
have remarked: “I beg you gentlemen, a
medal for a woman, that would really be going too far. . . . Orders and medals of honor
belong on the breasts of worthy men!”7 Her
acclaim notwithstanding, Kollwitz, too, suffered doubts and insecurities about her art,
comparing it to the work of male artists whom
she regarded as more talented and possessing
something she lacked. In one diary entry,
when discussing a similarity between herself
and Thomas Mann, she concluded: “A genius
and a Mann could do it. I probably cannot.”8
Throughout her long and productive artistic career, Kollwitz repeatedly transformed
her personal pain into potent social messages.
Her maternal grandfather Rupp, a preacher
of morality who founded his own Free Congregation, taught her that “every gift is a responsibility.”9 Kollwitz thus proved the per-
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sonal to be political many years before the
motto became the battle cry of feminists. As
the most prominent woman to integrate the
personal and political in art, Kollwitz championed the representation of social activism
in real, as well as allegorical, women (see Attack, 1897; Carmagnole, 1901). The proletarian woman became the true heroine of her
oeuvre.
During the Weimar era (1918–33), German
women won the right to vote and hold office.
The “new woman” worked and smoked cigarettes, had bobbed hair and wore stylish
clothes (including male-style tailored suits,
ties, and monocles), and practiced social independence. Although the media widely promoted this image, it was an ideal realized by
few. Unlike her contemporary, Jeanne Mammen, whose stylish watercolors often depicted
Germany’s “new women,” Kollwitz focused on
the everyday heroines of physical abuse, unwanted pregnancies, tuberculosis, and poverty,
working women struggling daily with lifeand-death dramas. Kollwitz thus illuminated
the duality of women: brave and socially active, warriors endowed with strength and fury,
they were also unwitting victims and survivors of social and political misfortune.
A social activist and mother like many of her
subjects, Kollwitz’s incisive social realism is
evident in her recurring themes: poverty, disease, famine, unemployment, war, and death.
It is also magnified by her choice of stark
black-and-white charcoal drawings, woodcuts, etchings, and lithographs over the more
conventional European tradition of painting.
Following the example of the brilliant printmaker, Max Klinger, Kollwitz believed that
graphic arts best expressed the darker side
of life, a subject she knew intimately from
her lifelong struggle with depression. She also
held that the technique of lithography allowed
her to “seize the essential.”10 The severity
of chiarascuro stresses the painful gestures
and heartfelt expressions of her figures, who
become illuminated against a surrounding
darkness.

MOTHERHOOD
Kollwitz’s social realistic style helped to distinguish her art from the sexual objectification of women. It also resulted in the creation
of androgynous and desexualized female fig-
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ures, including herself, though the traditionally feminine theme of maternity remained
central to her work. That this theme has captured the attention of many women artists is
not surprising since motherhood remains a
primary life experience for most women. Maternity represents a unique female experience
in which women’s body egos are profoundly
influenced by the fact that they are biologically structured for, and potentially taken
over completely by, the procreative process.11
By representing maternity in art, Kollwitz replaced phallic power with the power of the
womb. This is not to say that male artists had
not been interested in the theme of motherhood (e.g., Gustav Klimt). However, as with
their idealized female nude portraits, most
male artists tended to depict motherhood as
naive glorification of femininity.
Paula Modersohn-Becker, a contemporary
of Kollwitz, was also known for her depictions
of pregnant women and mothers with infants.
However, her portrayals of motherhood involve mythic women (although she often used
herself as model) who resemble Gauguin’s
native Tahitian beauties. They seem to live out
their instinctual female destiny in a natural
paradise-like surrounding from which they
emerge. Kollwitz, on the other hand, overturns
the usual tender, even sentimental, portrayal
of mothers and children that characterized
turn-of-the century art.12 Her mothers are often compelled to confront disease and death
in their infants due to social conditions, malnourishment, or war (e.g., Poverty, 1893–94;
Woman with Dead Child, 1903; Unemployment, 1909; Run Over, 1910; Death, Mother
and Child, 1910; Mothers, 1919).
Kollwitz’s depictions of mothers grieving
for their dead babies are arguably the most
poignant images in her oeuvre. In Woman with
Dead Child (1903), reminiscent of Munch’s
Vampire (1895/1902) in its positioning of two
figures, a mother hunches over as she cradles
her dead child between her naked thighs and
arms. Like an animal, she looks as if she is
swallowing the child as if to return it to its
source. In her early version of this work, Pietà
(1903), Kollwitz borrowed from traditional
Christian iconography associated with the
Madonna mourning the dead Christ. Her later
versions are much more powerful because she
rejects the earlier frontal depiction of the figures and replaces it with a more dramatic, an-

gled one. In the earlier ones, mother’s and infant’s heads are separated, the mother’s in the
center of the work and the child’s on the side.
In the later works, the mother’s head merges
with that of the child, as her body envelops his.
Body parts are also drawn in segments to express the psychological fragmentation attending the loss of a child. Furthermore, the two
figures are devoid of all narrative and social
context, thereby rendering a universal rather
than religious meaning: the primal maternal
pathos aroused in grief and loss. These renderings offer no illusion of comfort, religious
or social.

DEAD MOTHER
Kollwitz’s preoccupation with grieving mothers had personal as well as social sources.
Some critics attribute Kollwitz’s mother and
dead child series to the loss of her son and
grandson. An earlier origin is indicated, however, since she made several of these prints
prior to her son’s death. In fact, it is sadly
ironic that Kollwitz used her son Peter as a
model in her Woman with Dead Child series,
thus eerily foreshadowing his death by many
years.
Kollwitz admitted, in her diary, having felt
responsible for the death of her younger
brother Benjamin, and she blamed her unwillingness to believe in Christ for the tragedy.
From the morbid atmosphere of her childhood,
she also developed an inordinate fear that her
mother would die or go mad.13 As a child, Kollwitz experienced violent, screaming panic
attacks that often lasted for hours. Possibly,
the tantrums may have been the only way of
obtaining attention from her otherwise undemonstrative mother. She also suffered
from stomachaches of a self-admitted psychosomatic nature: “These stomach aches were a
surrogate for all physical and mental pains . . .
My mother knew that my stomach aches concealed small sorrows, and at such times she
would let me snuggle close to her.”14 Nevertheless, most of Kollwitz’s descriptions of her
mother were of an aloof, unavailable woman
with a “distant look”15 and a “remote air of a
Madonna.”16 Young Käthe was alarmed by her
mother’s unavailability and developed convulsion-like symptoms that had her parents fearing she was epileptic. She was also haunted by
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5. Käthe Kollwitz, Woman with Dead Child, 1903. Etching. Kunsthalle, Bremen, Germany. Photo Credit: Erich
Lessing/Art Resource, NY. © Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn.

nightmares, many of which expressed her terror of losing her mother. The one she recalls as
“the worst” follows: “I am lying in my bed in
the semidarkness of the nursery. In the next
room Mother is sitting in the chair under the
hanging lamp, reading. I can see only her back
through the half-open door. In one corner of
the nursery lies a large coil of rope such as is
used on ships. The rope begins to stretch out
and unroll, silently filling the whole room. I
want to call Mother and cannot. The grey cable
blots out everything.”17 Rather than the rope
—symbol of the umbilical cord—connecting
mother and child, it obliterates connection and
leaves a dark void.

In one of several anecdotes in her memoir,
Kollwitz poignantly described her frustrated
need for her mother’s attention: “I needed to
confide in my mother, to confess to her. . . . I
decided to give my mother a daily report on
what I had done and felt that day. I imagined
that her sharing the knowledge would be of
help to me. But she said nothing at all, and so
I too fell silent.”18 Many years later, Kollwitz
described how, having identified with her
mother, she became withdrawn and silent:
“One turns more and more to silence. All is
still. I sit in Mother’s chair by the stove,
evenings, when I am alone.”19 Indeed, Kollwitz executed many of her works of grieving
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mothers during a period in which her mother,
suffering from senility, came to live with her.
In her diary entry of July 8, 1916, she wrote:
“When I am here with Mother, I often feel like
her.”20
André Green, among others, has written
about the devastating effects of maternal depression on the child. In his paper “The Dead
Mother,” he describes a type of mother who,
while mourning the loss of one child, loses interest in a living child, leaving an indelible
scar on the child’s affection for her mother
whom she perceives as psychically dead, transmogrified from a source of vitality into “a distant figure, toneless, practically inanimate.”21
Through identification, the child consequently
renounces her own connection to life forces.
Kollwitz’s early psychosomatic symptoms
transformed into lifelong depression which
she chronicled not only in the bleak and
darkly beautiful visions she depicted in her
art but, also, in her diary entries. In April
1921, she wrote: “Now my work disgusts me
so that I cannot look at it. At the same time total failure as a human being. I no longer love
Karl, nor Mother, scarcely even the children.
I am stupid and without any thoughts. I see
only unpleasant things. The spring days pass
and I do not respond. . . . So there is nothingness in me, neither thoughts nor feelings, no
challenge to action, no participation.”22
Unable to find maternal affection in her
mother, the young Kollwitz turned to her father. Karl Schmidt, a progressive man trained
in law but working in masonry, did not believe
in public schools and schooled his children at
home. He strongly encouraged his daughter’s
talent, providing for her art training by sending her to Berlin and Munich. Nonetheless,
his act had an ulterior motive for he wished
to prevent her marriage to Karl Kollwitz, a
promising young doctor to whom Kollwitz had
become engaged. Her father believed she
would not be able to combine marriage and a
career, but Kollwitz proved him wrong. Her
husband, Karl, not only continued to provide
her with the support her father had begun to
give—he loved her unconditionally and became her anchor in life. Kollwitz’s diary attests to her growing love and appreciation for
this man with whom she lived for forty-nine
years. Over time, she realized the extent of
her attachment and dependence on Karl who
she came to refer to as her “lifelong compan-

ion.” In fact, Kollwitz used a cane to walk
from the day her husband died until her own
death five years later.23
The growing appreciation of her husband in
her life is witnessed in her inclusion of him in
several self-portraits. In the first, an 1893/
1904 etching, Young Couple, she is seated and
faces front, self-absorbed; Karl is seen from
behind. There is no physical or apparent emotional connection between the two. Years
later, in her sculpture (1924–32) honoring the
memory of fallen soldiers in the war, we witness two figures, Karl and herself, who join
together in the mourning of their son’s death.
Finally, a 1942 charcoal drawing, Self-Portrait with Karl Kollwitz, depicts the elderly
pair seated side by side, an inseparable unit,
looking off in one direction, sharing a single
fate.
According to psychoanalyst Melanie Klein,
the reparative working through of destructive
fantasies against the mother for having lost
the state of oneness with her is the source of
artistic creativity.24 Kollwitz’s early symptoms
and tantrums unleashed the pent-up fury she
harbored toward her mother’s inability to
openly express her feelings about the death of
her children; they were also reactions to her
mother’s emotional distance caused by the
children’s deaths. Kollwitz, too, had trouble
expressing her own feelings about the death
of her siblings. Later her art continued to express this fury. For example, in 1912, Kollwitz
described her struggles with a sculpture of
mother with child: “It still has a dead side
that I do not know how to attack”25 (italics
mine). Her adoption of the woodcut technique
around 1920 furnished a way to “attack” this
deadness. Not only is woodcutting a more aggressive technique, it also results in simplification and distortion of figures. Kollwitz used
the gouge as her primary cutting tool, rather
than the knife, which created white lines on a
black background. Like E. L. Kirchner, she
adopted Expressionist effects that resulted in
powerful images of primitive facial expressions and strong grasping hands that possess
a sculptural character. The “dead mother”
here functioned as a defense against her rage.
War, her series of seven woodcuts, added to
those by many artists who took the subject
as their theme (e.g., Ludwig Meidner, Max
Pechstein, and Otto Dix). Unlike these male
artists who typically depicted destruction in
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combat scenes, Kollwitz’s War series illustrates the impact and horror of war from the
perspective of those who stay home: mothers
and children. Once again, the first of the series, The Sacrifice (1922), shows a nude woman
who closes her eyes as she lifts up her child in
sacrifice. On a conscious level, this work represents Kollwitz’s ironic reply to the nationalistic and propagandistic call on German
mothers to urge their sons to fight in the war.
On an unconscious level, it is another attempt
to deal with the dread of death that can, at
any moment, sever the relationship between
mother and child. It is this underside—the
haunting refrain of death—that makes the
work bristle with tragic resonance. Although
scenes of combat are absent in Kollwitz’s
woodcuts, her use of stark black and white
colors, along with powerful expressions and
gestures, clearly addresses the presence of
destructive forces. Unlike her male contemporaries, like George Grosz, who employed
satire and acerbity to this end, Kollwitz did so
with tender humanity.
Despite her efforts to express anger and resistance, Kollwitz’s identification with her
psychically dead mother emerged strongly in
later years. When she lost a son and grandson,
she, too, adopted a stoic attitude toward life’s
miseries. In fact, her older son, Hans, described her undemonstrative conduct: “Along
with this reserve in talking about or showing
love went a disinclination to speak about feelings at all, or about any personal matters.”26
Kollwitz’s emotional muteness in her daily
life was not reflected in her artistic endeavors, however, and her feelings certainly speak
in her work, imbuing it with stark and compelling power. Again and again, she shows
us something real and terrible, yet strangely
beautiful and evocative, pulling us not only
into her brooding visions, but also into what
we wish to avoid and deny. She looked at and
uniquely rendered what most would rather
look away from.
Kollwitz’s “Mother” works thus provide the
most important insight into the conflictive relationship with her own mother. The “mothers” in her art represent both her mother
and herself. The children are her dead siblings, son, and grandson. The mother, source
of life, is therefore tied to every death including, and perhaps most importantly, the inner
death of the artist. In these works, the artist
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repeatedly depicts the tragedy that robbed
her mother from her. As a result of her
mother’s grief and unresponsiveness, something died in Kollwitz as a child. Her fascination with sickness and death, especially as it
concerns babies, was most certainly related
to the deaths of her siblings. As a child who
survived, Kollwitz’s sense of herself included
the notion that she too should have died.27 She
identified with her dead siblings and returned
again and again to the source of her greatest
pain.
Yet, despite her lifelong struggle with her
suffering, Kollwitz mobilized and channeled
pain and mourning through her creativity.
One way she accomplished this was to counter
the separation and loss caused by family
deaths and depression in her “Mother” drawings and sculptures. Whereas her earlier
mother works depict a cycle of sacrifice, loss,
and grief, her later works show mothers who
refuse to allow their children to be harmed by
malignant forces. In these works, mothers
merge with their children to create an inseparable union. For example, sculptures Tower
of Mothers (1937–38) and Protecting Mother;
woodcut The Mothers (1922–23); and her
final lithograph, named after a Goethe quote,
“Seed for the Planting Must not be Ground”
(1942), all depict mothers who form a tight,
impenetrable circle that safeguards their
young ones who huddle to be sheltered beneath their limbs. The large, powerful, and
expressive hands of the mothers became a
Kollwitz trademark, hands that hold their
children tightly, hands that hold the seed so it
would not be ground, hands that form a barrier between the precious and the pernicious.
She described the mother’s emotions in Seed
for the Planting in a letter: “. . . the old mother
who is holding them [the children] together
says, No! You stay here!”28
Kollwitz’s art, then, became a vehicle for
mourning through which she gave shape to
and attempted to overcome her losses. Although she did not always use herself in these
works, the faces of her mothers and workers
eventually became indistinguishable from
her own. In this manner, she joined the countless images in her art of mothers who despair
over the loss of their children. Kollwitz identified with their grief and sorrow, and also
shared their inner resolve. Struggling with severe bouts of depression throughout her life,
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6. Käthe Kollwitz, Death and Woman/Self-Portrait, 1910. Line etching, drypoint, sandpaper, soft ground. © Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn. Photo: Courtesy Spaightwood Galleries, Upton, MA.

she depicted with stark realism the effort to
retain a sense of dignity in the face of adversity. The deaths in her family of origin and
those of her son in World War I and grandson
in World War II were central to her creative/
therapeutic struggle. In her diary, she wrote
to her deceased son, Peter: “I pray that I can

feel you so close to me that I will be able to
make your spirit live in my work.”29
Indeed, Kollwitz labored for seventeen
years over a monument at the war cemetery
in Roggevelde, Belgium, where Peter was
buried. This was perhaps the most ambitious
project of her life, certainly the largest and
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the most psychologically challenging, beginning as a monument for Peter and becoming
a memorial to all victims of the war, thus
transforming her intensely personal pain into
a testimony to the universal suffering of war
loss. Rather than sculpt the fallen hero, who
was killed in the first weeks of World War I,
as was her original plan, she sculpted the figures of his mourning parents—her husband
Karl and herself—kneeling, arms pressed to
their chests, huddled in agony. Part of the delay clearly had to do with her treatment of the
parental figures. Kollwitz claimed she was
afraid of the mother figure whereas the father
figure, “. . . I expect to master more
quickly.”30 Some of her fear was related to the
realization that she could use her own head on
the figure of the mother. Becoming one with
the grieving mother—with her grieving mother
—clearly frightened her and resulted in creative inhibition. Such a process was nevertheless necessary for her own mourning and
creativity. She therefore continued to rework
the theme of the grieving mother throughout
the last third of her life, all the while claiming
that she was “a mother who will not give up
her sorrow.”31 At the same time, Kollwitz became the child-mother grieving for her own
mother who was “dead” to her. Her depictions
of motherhood are among the most powerful in the history of art; they paved the way
for artists to portray maternity in all of its
complexity.

THE AGING WOMAN:
DIALOGUES WITH DEATH
The Weimar era came to an end with Hitler’s
rise to power in 1933. So did Kollwitz’s career.
Because she had signed an appeal for leftwing parties to form a coalition to resist the
National Socialists, Kollwitz was forced to resign her position as professor at the Prussian
Academy of Art. (She was the first woman appointed to such a position.) She was forbidden
to publish and to exhibit. Although her studio
was closed and her work was banned by the
Nazis who classified it as “degenerate,” she
continued to make sculptures privately. Kollwitz died shortly before the end of World
War II. Much of her work was deliberately
destroyed and her home and studio were
bombed and burned.
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Before her death, Kollwitz overturned another barrier in the artistic representation of
women. She broke the spell of invisibility associated with older women and entered uncharted territory by portraying her own aging
process in a fascinating series of late selfportraits.32 These final drawings, mostly lithographs, also reveal Kollwitz’s mature combination of a simple idea with an economy of
means. She does not prettify or conceal the
inevitable changes that accompany aging.
Rather, she stares at us with courage and dignity, as she must have done in her mirror, and
forces us to face and accept the reality of
an aging woman. Her lined, weary face fills
the entire frame; it demands its place; there is
no avoiding it (see Self-Portrait, lithograph,
1934).
Kollwitz’s earliest self-portraits indicate
confidence and self-assurance. In fact, her
first, Self-Portrait en face, Laughing (1888–
89), is the only one that portrays her laughing.
Another, Self-Portrait on the Balcony (1892),
shows her looking out to the world, skirt lifted
and leg exposed. Her early self-portraits are
also the only ones in which she used color as
several were done with pastel. As she entered
middle age, her visage became filled with
doubt and fatigue, even depression. In her
diary, she complains of menopause and expresses longing for the years when her sons
were babies. After Peter’s death, many selfportraits, like Woman Lost in Thought, portray
Kollwitz’s anguish and grief as well as her
valiant attempts to master sadness. Selfknowledge became the goal of these more mature works. With increasing age, Kollwitz’s
need for external experience and knowledge
further diminished: “I am no longer expanding
outward; I am contracting into myself. I mean
that I am noticeably growing old.”33 Assuming
the pose of Rodin’s The Thinker in one selfportrait, Kollwitz contemplates her inner
world. Her self-portraits represent a major
psychological shift, as well as a formalistic
one. In her own words, she went from being a
“revolutionary to being an evolutionary.”34
Whereas early depictions are of an ideological
fighter, albeit one who is often forced to surrender to powerful external forces, later works
focus on acceptance rooted in inner strength
and faith. Having shown compassion for
others, she now turns to herself and comes to
terms with her lost mother in herself. Although

7. Käthe Kollwitz, Self-Portrait, lithograph, 1934. © 2009 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn. Photo Credit: Art Resource, NY.
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quiet resignation. The aged artist makes only
the necessary strokes with her black lithographic crayon to create this powerful final
image.
Kollwitz’s aging self-portraits represent
one of the first artistic acknowledgments of
the essentially historical nature of the female
body36 Like Rembrandt, who also produced a
series of aging self-portraits, Kollwitz was
captivated by the inscriptions of life etched on
one’s face over time. Her late self-portraits
led the way for women artists to reevaluate
the conventions of female beauty in the fine
arts and to challenge viewers’ expectations
regarding the kind of woman who is “fit to be
seen.” One thinks of artists like Mary Kelly,

8. Käthe Kollwitz, Self-Portrait Seated at Table, c. 1892.
Etching with aquatint. © Artists Rights Society (ARS),
New York/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn. Photo: Courtesy Spaightwood Galleries, Upton, MA.

the art changes over time, and we witness the
deepening signature of experience on her face,
one constant remains: the iron will, honesty,
and intelligence in the face of a woman who
“sees the suffering of the world.”35
Kollwitz carried on a dialogue with death
throughout her life. Whereas her early drawings show her struggle with the forces of
death, later versions reveal her making peace
with death. For Kollwitz, this meant making
peace with the “dead” mother with whom she
had so strongly identified. In her final selfportraits, her gaze remains steady, but has become more internalized, turning away from
the viewer as if directed beyond this life. A
good example is Call of Death (1934–35), the
last in her final eight-lithograph series entitled Death. Kollwitz’s face glances up toward
the recognizable figure of Death, whose hands
we see tapping her shoulder to beckon her beyond. She appears to accept her fate with

9. Käthe Kollwitz, Self-Portrait in Profile Facing Right,
1938. Lithograph. © Artists Rights Society (ARS), New
York/VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn. Photo: Courtesy Spaightwood Galleries, Upton, MA.
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whose Interim (1983–85) presents her meditations on middle age, or Ann Noggle, whose
Face Lift series (1975) looks unabashedly at
aging, or Alice Neel who, like Kollwitz, became known for her images of poverty and
disease. In a striking nude self-portrait (1980)
painted at the ripe age of eighty, Neel stares
the spectator directly in the eyes as if to state
that she, with her sagging breasts and flabby
belly, has every right to be the subject of a
work of art. The artist not only claims the
right of subject, it is she who also controls the
image. She grips her paintbrush in hand as a
conductor holds a wand and unquestionably
decides what the viewer will see. These artists,
taking their cues from Kollwitz’s pioneering
efforts, refuse to be invisible or to represent

the usual negative stereotypes of older women
as ugly or obscene, hags, grannies or witches.
Kollwitz’s struggle with the sadness and
aggression she felt toward her own “dead
mother” resulted in the processes of personal
growth, social confrontation and the creation
of groundbreaking art. Her stunning breadth
of perspective from the personal to the political, from the individual to the universal, becomes apparent when one views her self-portraits as parts of a greater whole rather than
as single pieces. As a whole they form a continuum that expresses the tragic nature of human life, seen through feminine eyes. Indeed,
all the artists who followed her life and work
are indebted to her courageous and creative
project.

